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Abstract. We report resultsonphotophysical propertiesofsolidfilmsofCM. includingoptical 
absorption, photoluminescence, electroabsorption, photoconductivity, and photoinduced 
absorption. We observe photoconductivity for excitation energies from the uv to the near 
IR and findthat theexcitationspectrum follows theopticalabsorption. The electroabsorption 
response variesquadraticdliy with electric field, showsoscillationsat the bandedge, and has 
an anisotropyofslightlylessthan three withrespectto thelight polarizationand thedirection 
of the applied electric field. Photoluminescence from excited states shows vibrational fine 
structure, a strong temperature dependence, and some variation with excitation energy. We 
see photoinduced absorption attributed to triplet-triplet transitions at 1.7 eV and also a 
band peaking at 1.3 eV. A further band at 2.33eV is seen in C,&fl mixtures (10% C,,,) 
and also in degraded samples. We consider that these bands may arise from extrinsic 
stabilization of photo-separated charges. 

1. Introduction 

Shell-structured carbon molecules, in particular C, (Buckminsterfullerene, fullerene, 
etc), have raised considerable interest recently, partly because they may provide the 
resolution to the identification of spectra from interstellar space [l-31. Since the ful- 
lerenes became available inquantity [4,5], agreat deal of experimental work on C,, has 
been carried out and these materials are now known to show superconductivity at high 
temperatures when doped with alkali metals [6 ,7] .  

The icosahedral Cm molecule has a closed-shell structure with the surface consisting 
of twelve-, five- and twenty-six-membered carbon rings with bond length alternation 
on the six-membered rings. The structure of Cm (and other carbon clusters) and its 
aromaticity have been convincingly demonstrated, and agreement between theory and 
experiment (IR, Raman, NMR, ESCA, x-ray diffraction, and others) is generally good, at 
least with respect to the geometrical structure [8]. The presence of the extended valence 
electron system provides an interesting experimental system for the study of electronic 
excitations, and there are interesting comparisons to make with conjugated molecules 
such as polyacetylene and other conjugated polymers. 
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For n-conjugated polymers such as polyacetylene and poly( para-phenylene vinyl- 
ene). additionof charge (either electronsor holes) results in local geometrical relaxation 
of the chain in the vicinity of the charge, and these self-localized states are described as 
solitons. polarons or bipolarons. The geometrical relaxation of the chain moves states 
into the semiconductor gap, and these gap states give rise to sub-band-gap optical 
absorption. In the solidstate, photoexcitation providesameansof creating thesecharged 
self-localized states, and also neutral excitations (excitons)&Singlet excitons may decay 
radiatively to produce luminescence, and triplet excitons are most readily detected 
through a triplet-triplet induced absorption [9]. In thecase where theexcitations possess 
a net electrical charge, requiring separation of electrons and holes, photoconductivity 
and photoinduced absorption can be observed [lo, 111. 

I n  this paper we address the question of the formation and the behaviour of photo- 
excited states, both neutral and charged. We make comparison with the behaviour of 
conjugated polymers. We also discuss the effects of different amounts of C7u in the films 
of Cbo on the response to photoexcitation. 

2. Experimental procedure 

Two different batches of samples were prepared. For both, graphite rods were evap- 
orated in an arch discharge in 300 Torr helium andC,I/C7,1 was extracted from the 'soot' 
by Soxhlet extraction 151. yieldingfullerene, This initial mixture wascomposedof about 
70% C, and 30% CT0, Finally. high-pressure liquid chromatography using 5% toluene 
in hexanes on neutral alumina [12] gave C, of purity better than 99.9%; any residual 
traces of solvent were removed by vacuum drying overnight at 200 "C. Film deposition 
was performed in a standard evaporator (base pressure 10" Torr) using tungsten or 
molybdenum boats. Films grown from the purified source material contained less than 
0.1% C7u and those from the unpurified CMl/CTo mixture had less than 10% C7", as C,, is 
more volatile in the evaporation. Mass spectroscopy was used to check the content of 
C, and C70, and x-ray diffraction showed that C," does not form a separate phase in the 
CW. but is uniformly dispersed. We refer to these two batches of sample as C, for those 
with less than0.1% Cm, and asC,/C,, for those with the higher C,,,content. 

We used films of thicknesses 0.1 pm (which appeared yellow/brownj and 1 pm 
(which appeared dark brown); both were deposited on silica substrates. The optical 
transmission spectra are presented aslog( To/T) ,  with T,, the transmission of the substrate 
and T the measured transmission of the substrate with sample. We did not make 
corrections for reflectivity. 

Measurements of dark conductivity and photoconductivity were made with both 
thick and thin films deposited on quartz substrates with an interdigitated array of gold 
electrodes (electrode spacing, 7 pm; electrode width, 300 mm). Measurements were 
carried out with a Keithley 617 electrometer, with temperature control provided by an 
Oxford Instruments He flow cryostat. The gold electrodes were found to provide ohmic 
contact to the films. As excitation source for the photoconductivity we used different 
lines of an argon-ion laser (uv or visible) or light of a 150 W tungsten lamp passed 
through a 1/4 m single monochromator. Samples were illuminated through the quartz 
substrate so that most of the pump light would be absorbed close to the electrodes for 
efficient collection of the excited charge carriers. 

Spectrally resolvedelectroabsorption was measuredon thin filmson Spectrosil (silica 
glass) with interdigitated electrodes (0.2 mm electrode spacing and 60 mm electrode 
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Figure 1. Optical absorption of a thin film of C,/ 
C,at room temperature, measured as log(X;JT). 

Figure 2. Normalized electroabsorption of a thin 
filmofC,,:fieldstrengthofSS kVcm-l. T = 8 0  K; 
lighl polarization parallel (open circles) and per- 
pendicular (full circles) to the direction of the 
applied electric field. 

width). The spectra were recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature with applied electric 
fields of usually 55 kV cm" and light polarization parallel and perpendicular to the 
direction oftheelectric field. Luminescence was measuredon thinsampleswithadouble- 
grating monchromator with a Hamamatsu R943-02 photomultiplier tube. Different 
sample temperatures and excitation energies (uv and visible lines of an argon-ion laser) 
were used and the incident pump intensity wasof the order of 1 W Photoinduced 
absorption was measured on both thin and thick samples on Spectrosil with the different 
lines of an argon-ion laser (mostly 457.9 nm, but also uv lines centred around 350 nm) 
as pump, and monochromatic light from a tungsten lamp as probe source. During these 
experiments the sample was kept at about or below 10 K in a He flow cryostat and we 
measured the spectral range from 500 to 2500 nm with Si, Ge  and InAs detectors. 

For all photoexcitation experiments the samples were maintained in uacuo and we 
kept the excitation intensities as lowaspossible, in order to limit possible thermal effects 
and sample degradation. I n  some of our experiments, when we used the IJV lines of the 
argon laser as pump source, we saw indications of sample degradation as we discuss in 
sections 4 and 5 ,  and observed that the CN~/C,~, samples were more readily degraded 
than the C@samples. Exposure of the samples to visible light even at elevated intensities 
didnot have anyobservableeffects,unless thevacuumwasnot verygoodorthesamples 
were in some contact to  moist atmosphere. Samples were stored in a dry nitrogen 
atmosphere in the dark, but were exposed to air during transport and whilst being 
mounted for experiments. 

3. Results 

3.1. Opricui absorption and eiectroabsorption 

Figure 1 shows the optical absorption (presented as log(T"/T)) of a thin film of C&,, 
at room temperature. The spectra of the samples of CW look very similar, even in the 
second derivative with respect to  phonon energy which shows fine structure in the 
absorption edge much more clearly. The spectrum agrees well with spectra reported in 
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the literature [5,13-181. Since interactions between adjacent C, molecules in the bulk 
are weak (Van- der- Waals interactions) [18-291 the structured absorption is well pre- 
served as compared to the absorption in dilute solutions and thinner films 
[5.13,16.30,311. However, there is a very clear indication of solid-state effects, in the 
form of peak broadening and stronger tailing in the solid state [5,16,17]. We see strong 
absorptionsat about 3.63,4.715 and5.78 evandaveryextendedstructured tail tolower 
energies with a broad structured bump between 2.3 and 2.9 eV [5,13,16,17,30,31]. 
Optical absorption measured in a thick film of Cm/C+o shows a sharp onset of absorption 
at 1.7 eV and marked Fabry-Ferot fringes below this absorption edge. (From these 
interference fringes and the measured film thickness, we calculate a refractive index of 
about 2.35 for the spectral range from 0.8 eV to 1.7 eV.) We have also calculated first 
and second (energy) derivatives of the absorption and measured the spectra also at 
=80K to obtain information about changes of the absorption with temperature 
(see below). 

The three strong peaks in the optical absorption spectra seem to agree well with 
calculated spectra [14,18]. The broad structured absorption between 2.3 and 2.9 eV in 
figure 1 is assigned to weakly allowed optical transitions including vibrational fine 
structure, and the behaviour at lower energies which is now well resolved in photo- 
thermal spectroscopy measurements, and can be characterized as an Urbach tail 
extending from 1.98 eV into the IR [17,32]. In the region where the absorption is due 
to weakly allowed transitions, it is possible to obtain more information about these 
transitions by breaking symmetry, e.g. by measuring the change in optical absorption 
upon applied electric field (electroabsorption). Figure 2 shows polarized electro- 
absorptionspectra ofCmat 80 Kandfield strengthof55 kVcm-'with light polarization 
parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the applied electric field. An anisotropy 
ofbetween 2.5and2.75 (for thedifferent peaksin thespectrum) isobservedwith respect 
to the light polarization. The polarization dependence follows a cos2 law, and the 
response is quadratic in the applied electric field. 

From our optical absorption measurements at room temperature and =80 K, we 
havecalculated the thermal modulationof theabsorptionof theCmfilms. Thisspectrum 
is shown in figure 3. As in the second derivative with respect to energy of the absorption 
spectrum (nowshown), wesee that thesearefeaturesnearthestrongopticalabsorptions. 

3.2. Photoinduced absorption 

We show in  figure 4 the photoinduced absorption spectrum taken from a C, sample at 
67 Hz chop frequency, T =  10 K ,  and 457.9 nm (2.7 eV) excitation wavelength at less 
than 50mW cm-'. Under these conditions the sample shows no degradation with time. 
This spectrum, which was obtained reproducibly for fresh samples, shows a broad 
double-peak structure between 1 and 2eV. It was found to have a similar form for all 
pump wavelengths used (visible and uv argon laser lines). After prolonged exposure to 
uv light and, in particular, when we exposed the illuminated samples to a low pressure 
of air, a peak at 2.33 eV clearly emerged. We see this peak also for the C,/C70 samples 
and note that it has been observed by other groups [32]. 

We measured the chop frequency, pump intensity and temperature dependence of 
the photoinduced absorption at 750 and at 1000 nm. The frequency dependence of the 
detection systcm response was carefully corrected, and for both wavelengths we did not 
observe achangeof thesignalstrength withinourexperimentalerror from9 Hz toabove 
3 kHz. This indicates that the lifetime of the excited states is less than 0.33 ms, in 
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Figure 3. Thermal modulation of the optical 
absorption of a thin fim of CJC, measured as 
-(T(3W K) - T(80 K))/T(3W K);  the disconti- 
nuities at 1.43 and 3.95 eV and the positive offset 
are due to the spectrometer. 

Temperature (K) 

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the phota- 
induced absorption 01 Cm for probe wavelengths 
of (a) 750 nm and (b) 1000 nm (curve (b) is dis- 
placed for clarity)-ther parameters as in figure 
4. 
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Figure4 Normalized photoinduced absorption of 
a thin film of Cm; pump energy of 2.7 eV, pump 
intensity less than 50 mW cm+, 67 Hz chop fre- 
quency, T = 10 K.  
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Figure 6. Normalized phoroinduced absorption 
of a thin film of CdCm; pump energy -3.5 eV, 
pumpintensitylessthan 15 mWcm'z,67Hzchop 
frequency, T = 10 K. 

agreement with reported results for the lifetime of triplet states, but in disagreement 
with other measurements of photoinduced absorption [32]. The dependence of the signal 
upon the pump intensity was linear at both wavelengths up to the maximum pump 
intensities used. Figures 5(a) and (b)  show the temperature dependence of the signals 
at 750 nm and 1000 nm respectively. The fall in signal with rising temperature is similar 
for the two wavelengths and the signals fall below the noise level above 120 K. 

The spectrum for the thermal modulation of the absorption of the Go films is 
shown in figure 3. There are features near the strong optical absorptions (see figure 1). 
Regarding the strength and the spectral shape of the thermal modulation there are no 
peaks in figure 3 which can account for the main absorptions in figure 4. This gives good 
evidence that we can exclude contributions from thermal modulation of the sample in 
the measured photoinduced absorption spectra. 

Figure 6shows the normalized spectrum of the photoinduced absorption for the C,/ 
Go samples at about 10 K, chop frequency of 67 Hz and a pump energy of =3.5 eV (the 
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Figure 7. Photoluminescence of C, at different 
excitation wavelengths (the spectra are displaced 
[or clarity); incident pump intensity 01 the order 
of 1 W cmP: T = 78 K. 

Figure 8. Photoluminescence of C, at different 
temperatures from 78 to 300 K; the inset shows 
the temperature dependence of the main peak for 
C, (circles) and C&, (triangles). 

three argon laser uv lines) at less than 15 mW cm-*. The spectrum is very different from 
that of the C, samples. We observe two features; a narrow band at 2.33 eV (as found in 
degraded C,), and a very broad asymmetric band with the maximum at about 1.3 eV. 
We also checked the spectral range from 1.1 eV to below 0.5 eV and, apart from the 
onset to the broad peak at 1.3eV, did not see any signal above our noise level. The 
strength of the band at 2.33eV was found to vary from sample to sample, though its 
shape and peak energy were found to be invariant. The shape and height of the broad 
peak around 1.3 eV was less reproducible; being significantly narrower in some samples 
than as shown in figure 6. We noticed some sample degradation and loss of signal 
intensitywhen usinguvlightaspumpsource,andfoundthat the 1.3 eVfeature wasmore 
affected by sample degradation than the 2.33 eV photoinduced absorption. Referring to 
figures 4 and 6, we note that we do not set great reliance on the relative signal strengths, 
as it is very difficult to determine experimentally the pump power actually absorbed in 
the samples. 

3.3. Photoluminescence 

Photoluminescence in C ,  and/or CT0 is seen at low temperatures in solutions [12] and 
in the solid state [ 16,321. We contrast here the results obtained for the C ,  and C,/C, 
samples [33]. Figure 7 shows a series of photoluminescencespectra from the Ca sample 
at different excitation energies. The main peak is observed at 1.688eV with a strong 
high-energy shoulder at 1.71 eV emerging at higher excitation energies. The shape of 
the peak in the samples with the higher C,,, content does not change with excitation 
energy and the position is 1.713 eV (not shown). We attribute the differences in the Cw 
and Cw/C,o photoluminescence spectra and the excitation energy dependence to the 
different C,ocontent in thesesamples [33]. The vibrationalsidebandsofthe luminescence 
[16,33] are in good agreement with experimental and theoretical work on Raman 
spectroscopy [13,16,26,33-351. 

Figure 8 shows a series of luminescence spectra on the pure C, at temperatures from 
78 to 300 K and the inset shows the temperature dependences of the main peaks of 
the C, and the C,/& sample series. The signal decreases strongly with increasing 
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Fiyrp 9. Dark conductivities of C., (a) and Cs 
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Figure 10. Dark conductnit). a>+,% (squares), 
conduc~ivit) under illumination (less than 3 rn\V 

peratures above 150 K cm'' at 700nm). slow (circles), and the 
photoconductivity. uDholn = - a,,,,(triangles) 
for CMb. 

temperature from 100 to 300 K. Peak shifts with changing temperature are discussed 
elsewhere [33]. The vibrational sidebands of the luminescence are washed out and the 
low-energy tail broadens at higher temperatures. It isgenerally observed that vibrational 
structure in either the absorption edge or luminescence becomes more pronounced as 
the temperature is decreased. 

3.4. Dark conductivity 

Measurements were performed on both thin and thick films of C60and C60/C7,0n arrays 
of interdigitated electrodes as a function of temperature. The behaviour of the C6, (and 
C,/C,) in our structures was found to be ohmic, indicating that gold is a satisfactory 
choice of contact material. Dark conductivities showed some variation from one sample 
to the other, with typical values of the order of 1 x lo-'" S cm-] at room temperature; 
with the pure C, samples showing lower values than the Cm/C7" samples. This value is 
significantly lower than the value of S cm-' reported by Haddon et ai [36], but 
higher than the value of 

We show the dark conductivity as a function of temperature for C6, in figure 9(a). 
The conductivity decreases only slowly as the temperature is lowered, and this weak 
temperature dependence is not satisfactorily fitted to standard transport models, such 
as activated behaviour or variable-range hopping. From the Arhennius plot (In(p) 
against l/T), we calculate an activation energy of =0.43 eV for temperatures above 
=275 K, though the plot over the whole measured temperature range is not linear. 
This activation energy of 0.43 eV has to be regarded as a rough guide but is of a com- 
parable energy scale to that of the optical absorption. 

The darkconductivity ofthe Go/C,osamplesisshownin figure9(b). The temperature 
dependence is significantly weaker than that of the C, and an Arrhenius plot gives 
values for the activation energy of the order of 10 meV in the temperature range from 
300 K to 10 K. Such values are very much smaller than the semiconductor gap, 

We consider that the dark conductivity is probably due to a small concentration of 
extrinsic charge carriers, and that the weak temperature dependence arises from the 
temperature dependence of the mobility of these carriers. The decrease in mobility with 

S cm-' recently reported by Mort et a1 [37]. 
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falling temperature is likely to arise from localization of the carriers due to disorder and/ 
or impurities; this should be easily achieved in a system with weak intermolecular 
interactions. Evidence for the effects of disorder has been obtained from the form of the 
optical absorption in solid films, which shows a strong and very extended tail [17,32]. 
We consider that the stronger temperature dependence of the conductivity in the C,, 
samples is closer to the intrinsic behaviour than that of the CW/Gsamples. 

3.5. Photoconductivity 

Figure 10 shows the temperature dependence of the total conductivity under illumi- 
nation, u,~,,,, the dark conductivity of CW, udnikr and the difference between the two, 
upphoto = qora1 - uddsrk. For this experiment excitation was at 700 nm (1.77 eV), provided 
by a 150 W tungsten lamp monochromated through a single monochromator with 2 mm 
slits, and glass high-pass filters, to give an excitation intensity of less than 0.15 mW on 
the whole sample (=5mm2). Of interest here is the difference in the temperature 
dependence of and uphOIO; it is clear from the figure that the photocurrent shows a 
considerably stronger temperature dependence than that due to the dark carriers. We 
have measured the photoresponse using excitation from the tungsten lamp from 350 nm 
up to above 2000 nm and, at all wavelengths, photoconductivity was observable, con- 
sistent with the absorption tailwhichextends to low energies. Evenat 2000 nmexcitation, 
the resistance drops by a factor of 1.5 (for the sample in figure 10). The C, films were 
sufficiently photosensitive to produce a clear response merely by exposing the samples 
to room light through the cryostat windows. This large photoresponse of solid films of 
pure C, is of some interest. 

For the photoconductivityexperimentson the Cm/Cmsamples (the same samplesas 
those used for dark conductivity measurements). we have pumped them with laser light 
at 2.4 eV, 2.7 eV and 3.5 eV at intensities of a few mW cm-’. We saw clear indication 
of photoconductivity at all excitation energies, with a drop in resistance of the films from 
dark to illuminated ranging from a few per cent up to a factor of 10, depending on the 
sample and the pump energy and intensity. Temperature effects were shown to be 
unimportant by comparison with the temperature-dependent dark conductivity through 
calculation of the temperature modulation necessary to produce the measured con- 
ductivity changes. Pumping fresh samples with uv light at elevated intensities of 
=IO mW on a spot of about 5 mm’, we observed decreases of resistances of up to a 
factor of 40. However, we found that these excitation conditions quickly degraded the 
samples and caused a rapid loss of the photoconductivity signal. 

Our measurements of the photoconductivity are consistent with those reported very 
recently by Mort e! al [37]. They find a lower dark conductivity of lO‘I4 S cm-’ and 
relatively larger fractional changes in conductivity under illumination, by a factor of up 
to 102 at light intensities comparable to those used for the experiments on C&, shown in 
figure 10. The excitation spectrum for the photoconductivity in our films clearly follows 
the optical absorption, with increasing photocurrent at higher pump energies. as found 
by Mort et a1 [37] for solid films and in correspondence with the results from elec- 
trochemical cells [38]. Our preliminary results on the pump intensity dependence of the 
photocurrent indicate that it quickly saturates when higher pump energies are used, 
even at the low pump intensities used with the monochromatized light from the tungsten 
lamp. 
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4. Discussion 

We have presented a wide range of measurements of the effects of photoexcitation in 
C, and we see that there is evidence for both charged excitations (photoconductivity) 
and neutral excitations (luminescence). We have also found that these statesare created 
through excitation in the region of low absorption coefficient, below 3 eV, so first we 
discuss the nature of the optical transitions at these energies. 

Both the electroabsorption (figure 2) and the thermal modulation (figure 3) spectra 
clearly reveal structure within this region of the absorption spectrum. The electro- 
absorption spectrum, for example, shows maxima at 2.30 and 2.63 eV and minima at 
2.50 and 2.75 eV, and indications of further structure on a finer energy scale.Wei et a1 
[32] have suggested that involvement of a phonon at about 750 cm-' may fulfil the 
symmetry requirement for these otherwise forbidden transitions. We consider that it is 
important to examine further the role of symmetry breaking in this region of the 
absorption spectrum, and to examine other models. For example, it will be of interest 
to establish whether the electroabsorption matches the second derivative, with respect 
to energy, of the absorption spectrum, as is observed in conjugated polymers [39,40]. 
In this case, the electroabsorption response can be described as a modulation of optically 
allowed transitions [41,42]. Our measurements at present do not give sufficient infor- 
mation to resolve this issue. 

Returning to the comparison with conjugated polymers, we note the similarities 
between the electroabsorption observed here and that measured in several of these 
polymers [39,40]. Here, the signal is comparable to (but a little weaker than) the 
response observed in the polymers. By taking the frequency-dependent linear optical 
constants into account, the electroabsorption response can be related to non-linear 
optical coefficient, x(3)  [39,40]. and this has been shown for the conjugated polymers to 
be generally very high. Hence, we expect the non-linear optical response of C, (and 
C,) to be relatively high, though the very broad absorption tail wiU reduce the figure of 
merit for applications in non-linear optics. 

Photoluminescence provides direct evidence for the formation of neutral excited 
states, which, at low temperatures in Go, is easily measured, indicating that there is 
therefore a relatively efficient radiative decay channel for the excited state. Wei et a1 
[32] find that the lifetime is shorter than 3 1 s  and consider that the excited state is 
therefore a singlet, whereas Wasielewski et a1 [I21 report a long-lived component with 
a lifetime of 53 ms. Our measurements, over a more limited frequency range, are in 
agreement with Wei eta1 [32]. We note that the photoluminescence shows a very strong 
temperature dependence. We consider that this is a clear indication of the importance 
of solid-state effects; the effect of increasing temperature being to allow channels for 
non-radiative decay to become effective, probably through increased mobility of the 
excitons and an increase in the rate of diffusion to non-radiative decay defect sites. 
Further investigation of this is required, including comparision of the temperature- 
dependent luminescence of isolated and condensed fullerene and consideration of the 
roles of other excited states present (those probed in the photoinduced absorption 
experiments). 

Photoinduced absorption can arise from a wide range of excited states, both neutral 
and charged. Movement of oscillator strength into the gap can be achieved through 
relaxation of the excited-state geometry. In comparison to the quasi-one-dimensional 
conjugated polymers, C,, with its shell structure, can be regarded as a two-dimensional 
n-system and hence geometrical relaxation in the excited states is not expected to be a 
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strong process, as the lattice energy of the two-dimensional cage will suppress such 
distortions [43]. However, creation of metastable triplet states via efficient inter-system 
crossing from photoexcited singlet states has been reported for both Ca and C, in the 
gas phase [44], and in solution [12,30,31,45,46]. The lifetime of the triplet state 
measured in the different experiments varies from about 40 to more than 400 ps, but we 
can expect that the decay rate will be very dependent on the possibilities for decay 
through migration of triplets to allow annihilation at defect sites or through triplet- 
triplet collisions, and we expect that decay in solid films is more rapid than in the gas 
phase or in solution. The solution-phase measurements of Sension el a/[31] show the 
build up of a photoinduced absorption band at 740 nm (1.67 eV) assigned to a triplet- 
triplet transition with a time constant of 0.65 ns. A similar result has been reported by 
Ebbesen e ta /  (301. 

We have found that the response at 750 and 1000 nm is due to states with lifetimes 
shorter than 0.33 ms, i.e. the response is fast in comparison with the chop frequency of 
the pump laser. We note that in this limit, the strength of the measured induced 
absorption scales with the lifetime of the excited states. Thus, we expect to see induced 
absorption due to triplet excitons, but not due to the short-lived singlet excitons. We 
assign the induced-absorption band in the C, samples at 1.7 eV to the triplet-triplet 
transition identified in short-time measurements j30.311. As is evident in particular in 
figure 4, the signal does not go below zero, hence no bleaching was detectable in this 
spectral range. The origin of thisoverall positive background is not yet clear but has also 
been reported from the measurements in solution [30.31] and in the solid state [32]. 
From the strong temperature dependence of the induced absorption (figure 9, we infer 
that the triplet lifetime falls rapidly with rising temperature. 

In addition to the band at 1.7 eV. the induced absorption spectrum can show other 
features: for the Cwsamples we have seen a band at 1.3 eV. and for the C&,osamples, 
we see this and a band at 2.33 eV. The origin of these bands remains unclear at present, 
although our results indicate that there is, at the very least, some extrinsic stabilization 
of the states responsible for these absorption bands, particularly that at 2.33 eV. This 
extrinsic stabilization may arise through trapping of an intrinsic excited state of the C, 
molecule at a defect site, so as to increase its lifetime (and hence the signal measured 
under our experimental conditions); C, may fulfil this role. Alternatively, the excited 
state may bear little relation to any intrinsic molecular excitation; an example of this 
would be charge storage at a radical defect. We note that different kinetic behaviour of 
photoexcited states in CM and C&, has been mentioned [31]. 

A source of long-lived excitation in the solid state can be the separation of electrons 
and holes to form positivelyandnegativelychargedspecies,;in thecaseoftheconjugated 
polymers, the lattice relaxation associated with polaron (or bipolaron) formation results 
in easily measured sub-gap absorption bands [lo, 111. This strong polaron formation 
taking place on the quasi-one-dimensional chains also slows down charge diffusion, so 
long lifetimescan be expected for these polymerseven without extrinsicfactors. Turning 
to &,, we have established from the photoconductivity measurements that photo- 
excitation does lead to charge separation in the solid state. However. we consider that 
extrinsic factors are necessary to give rise to long-lived states because polaron formation 
is weak. We need to make comparison with experimental data for oxidized or reduced 
Ca. Kat0 etal [47] report that there are strong absorption bands due to the radical anion 
of Ca at 952 and 1076nm (1.30 and 1.15eV), and we consider that the induced- 
absorption band that we see in our samples at 1.3 eV may plausibly be attributed to such 
charged excitations. However, the band at 2.33 eV is not matched in the spectra due to 
Kat0 er al. 
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A further mechanism for the appearance of either absorption or bleaching bands in 
this experiment is through the photorefractive effect, in which charge separation leads 
to the setting up of local electric fields which modulate the optical absorption in the same 
way as achieved with an external field, as shown in figure 2. This has been observed in 
several conjugated polymers [48,49]. The 2.33 eV peak in figure 6 coincides with the 
first positive feature of the electroabsorption in figure 2, but we do not see the full 
oscillatory response of the measured electroabsorption. 

5. Conclusion 

G, in the form of solid films, provides an interesting example of a molecular semi- 
conductor in which intra-molecular and solid-state effects are both important. A further 
important factor is the role of disorder, defects and impurities (e.g. Cm in place of C,,,,). 
Our results are similar in many respects to those obtained from Cain solution and which 
are therefore due to intra-molecular excitations However, the clear evidence forphoto- 
separation of electrons and holes in the photoconductivity measurements, and the 
presence of induced-absorption bands, which are not asigned to neutral excitations, 
indicates the role of intermolecular interactions in the solid state. Comparison with C, 
which has charge introduced by other means will be of great interest, and we consider 
that the optical spectroscopy of field-induced charge layers in field-effect devices may 
provide useful information, as has been the case for conjugated polymers [50,51]. 
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